Development and validation of an in vivo analysis tool to identify changes in carotid plaque tissue types in serial 3-D ultrasound scans.
We have developed a three-dimensional (3-D) B-mode acquisition system suitable for imaging carotid plaques in vivo. A texture classification system using 157 statistical and textural algorithms, previously developed in our laboratory and shown to predict the contents of in vitro carotid plaques, was applied to in vivo 3-D image sets obtained from patients with both symptomatic and asymptomatic carotid artery plaques. Delineation of plaque boundaries is more difficult using in vivo images than in vitro images of excised plaques embedded in agar. This study has examined inter- and intraobserver variability studies to assess the degree of selectivity of the plaque region-of-interest (ROI) and assess the degree of repeatability for potential use in comparing serial scans. An interobserver limit of agreement of +/-12.9% and an intraobserver limit of repeatability of <2% were obtained. These results show that the plaque ROI selection is subjective, but is repeatable within acceptable limits.